
Class - 7 [ 807 ]

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : APRIL

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Match the words in column  A with their meanings given in column B 4x2=8

A B

(i) pay back straight

(ii) watch sorrow

(iii) erect care for

(iv) grief return

2. Write words that rhyme with the words given below:- 4x2=8

(i) bread .....................

(ii) look ......................

(iii) night .....................

(iv) way .......................

3. Write ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for false statements. 4x2=8

(i) The proud man’s looks were cold.
(ii) The poet did not return money to the proud man.

(iii) The poet was unable to pay back the poor man’s deeds.
(iv) Sympathy cannot be paid back.

4. Answer the following questions based on the poem ‘Sympathy’: 4x4=16

(i) Who is ‘I’ in the poem ‘Sympathy’?
(ii) Who was in sorrow?

(iii) Who wrote the poem ‘Sympathy’?
(iv) What did the poor man give to the poet to eat?

5. Answer the following questions. 1x10=10

How did the proud man help the poet when he was in deep sorrow?

or

Have you ever shown sympathy to anyone? If yes; give details?

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : APRIL

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the box. 4x2=8

Proud      Sorrow      Sympathy   Poor

(i) The poet was in ..................... .

(ii) The .................. man’s looks were cold.
(iii) The ................. man gave bread to the poet.

(iv) ................... cannot be paid back.

2. Arrange the following letters to make a meaningful word. 4x2=8

(i) chatyri

(ii) wtach

(iii) grefi

(iv) sythyamp
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3. Write ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for false statement. 4x2=8

(i) John keats wrote the poem ‘Sympathy’.
(ii) The poor man gave money to the poet.

(iii) Gold can be paid back.

(iv) Sympathy is greater than gold.

4. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. 4x4=16

(i) What did the proud man give to the poet?

(ii) Who returned money to the proud man?

(iii) Who bound the head of the poet in the hour of sorrow?

(iv) Which is greater – gold or sympathy?
5. Answer the following questions in about 50 words? 1x10=10

Sympathy cannot be compared with gold. Explain.

or

What did the poet do to the proud man when his sorrow passed away?

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MAY

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the box. 4x2=8

welcome  brought  friends  cared

(i) Krishna and Sudama were ..................... .

(ii) Krishna ran to the gate to  .................. Sudama.

(iii) Krishna himself  ................. a lot for his friend’s need.
(iv) Sudama  ................... a little parched rice with him.

2. Arrange the following letters to make a meaningful word. 4x2=8

(i) suprep (ii)  sleva

(iii) maigc (iv)  placae

3. Rewrite the following sentences, substituting ‘compelled to’ with ‘had to’ The first one has been done for
you. 4x2=8

(i) I was compelled to go – I had to go.
(ii) She was compelled to study medicine.

(iii) They were compelled to beg sorry.

(iv) I was compelled to eat.

(v) He was compelled to walk on foot.

4. Answer the following questions in about 20 words. 4x4=16

(i) What did Sudama give to Krishna as a gift?

(ii) How did Krishna feel when he took the gift from Sudama?

(iii) Why did the Wizard get angry with Aladdin?

(iv) When did the genie appear?

5. Answer the following questions : 1x10=10

How was Aladdin able to come out of the big hole?

                                      or

          Have you ever helped your friend?
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MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MAY

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Correct the spellings of the following words. 4x2=8

(i) hasitation (ii) arrivel (iii) wizerd (iv) dalight

2. Write  opposite words of the following 4x2=8

(i)  open (ii) new (iii) long  (iv) poor

3. Write ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for false statement. 4x2=8

(i) The story of Krishna and Sudama has been taken from the Mahabharat.

(ii) Krishna and Sudama were enemies.

(iii) Aladdin lived with his father.

(iv) The wizard bought Aladdin a watch.

4. Answer these questions in one or two sentences. 4x4=16

(i) Why did Sudama’s wife send him to Krishna?
(ii) How did Krishna welcome Sudama?

(iii) Why was Aladdin frightened in the hole?

(iv) How did Aladdin come of the hole?

5. Answer the following questions : 1x10=10

(i) In what way did Krishna help his friend, Sudama.

or

(ii) Translate the following sentences into Hindi/ your Mother tongue.

(a) Krishna was a rich man while Sudama was a poor Brahmin.

(b) Both were good friends.

(c) Who are you?

(d) Aladdin lived in a small house with his mother.

He used to spend his time playing in the street.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : JULY

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their opposites given in column ‘B’ 4x2=8

A B

(i) sweet (a) catch

(ii) beautiful (b) open/ untie

(iii) leave (c) bitter

(iv) tie (d) ugly

2. Re-write the sentences using capital letters and punctuation marks: one has been done for you. 4x2=8

Why do you like to visit A Zoo

Why do you like to visit a Zoo?

(i) mohan is my Best Friend in the school.

(ii) i shall come on Friday

(iii) What is your Name

(iv) he lives in Patna
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3. Tick () the correct options: 4x2=8

I. The body of a peacock is ..................
               (i)  round (ii) oval (iii) cylindrical

II. The peacock has a ................neck.
(i)    thick (ii) thin (iii) slender

III. Peacock’s  plumes are matchless in ..............
(i) size (ii) beauty    (iii) shape

IV. Peacock dances with
(i)  pleasure (ii) sorrow (iii) shape

4. Answer these questions: 4x4=16

(i) What was the feet of the dove tied with?

(ii) Where did the dove live?

(iii) What did the poet give the dove to eat?

(iv) What does the peacock eat?

5. Why didn’t the bird live in the cage as happy as in the forest? 1x10=10

or

Write a paragraph about a bird you like most.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : JULY

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Match the words in column ‘A’ with column ‘B’ 4x2=8

A B
(i) Our national bird is decoration.

(ii) Peacock looks very  frogs and lizards as well.

(iii) Peacock’s plumes are used for  attractive

(iv) It devours peacock.

2. Re-write the following in the gape by adding appropriate adjectives before underlined nouns. You may
add your own adjectives: 4x2=8

(i) The bird was very happy in the – forest.

(ii) The dove was flying in the – sky.

(iii) Its feet were tied with a – thread.

(iv) John Keats gave the dove – peas.

3. Match the words in column A with their similar meaning in column B. 4x2=8

A B
(i) alone  thin

(ii) grieving  several/ many

(iii) various  feeling sad

(iv) slender  lonely

4. The dove was very happy in the forest. One day the poet caught it. He tied its feet with a silken thread.
The dove was  in deep grief. It died away and left the poet alone. 4x4=16

(i) Who caught the dove?

(ii) What did the poet tie its feet with?

(iii) Why was the dove in deep grief?

(iv) Pick up and write five nouns used in the above passage.
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5. Why is the bird happy out of the cage? 1x10=10

or

Write a paragraph on a “parrot”.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH :AUGUST

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Circle the right  words: 4x2=8

(i) nebours/ neighbours

(ii) comfortable/ comphortable

(iii) cort/ court

(iv) kwerlling/ quarrelling

2. Fill the words in the gaps given below : 4x2=8

Is, are, am, shall

(i) They ................ good students.

(ii) I ..................... go to Patna next week.

(iii) He ................ a very rich man.

(iv) I ..................... reading in class VIII.

1. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meanings in column ‘B’: 4x2=8

A                     B

(i) Forgive hard working

(ii)  rudely  peasant

(iii) laborious harshly

(iv) farmer  pardon

4. Answer the following questions in full sentence. 4x4=16

(i) Which country is called. “ The land of the Rising sun”?
(ii) How many sons had Ivan ?

(iii) Name two important japanese festivals one for the girls and one for the boys.

(iv) Who uprooted Gabriel’s beard?
5. Answer the following question: 1x10=10

Write the story ‘Ivan’ in your own words.
or

Write the life style of Japanese.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH :AUGUST

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions given in bracket 4x2=8

(i) Ivan was a farmer who lived ............... Russia. (at, in)

(ii) Why are you quarrelling ..................an egg? (in, over)

(iii) The Japanese are very fond ............... carrying in their hand-fans made of straw.(in, of)

(iv) Children never spit ...................the room. (in,/ at)
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2. Make Proper Adjectives from these Proper Nouns: 4x2=8

As - Japan -           Japanese

(i) India -

(ii) Russia –
(iii) America –
(iv) Bihar -

3. Write appropriate prefix and make a new word. One is done for you. 4x2=8

un + happy = unhappy

(i) .....+ honest = .....................

(ii) .....+ regular = .....................

(iii) .....+ possible = ....................

(iv) ......+ married = ......................

4. Read the following passage and answer of the following questions. 4x4=16

Children in Japan are very clean and neatly dressed. They always welcome guests and are always polite to them.
A remarkable quality of the Japanese is that they do not cry if they fall down or hurt themselves. This is because
of their cultural training to bear pain with smiling face.

(i) Who are very clean and neatly?

(ii) Who welcome politely to the guests?

(iii) Write the opposite of ‘Cry’.
(iv) What is the cultural training to the Japanese Children?

5. Write some sentences about the festivals of Japan- “Feast of Dolls”  and “Feast of Carp”. 1x10=10

or

Write some qualities of the Japanese.

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH :SEPTEMBER

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Correct the spellings of the following words and write them in the space given alongside. 4x2=8

(i) simpathee  ................................................

(ii) peetiable ....................................................

(iii) skolarship ...............................................

(iv) dreem ......................................................

2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate verbs given in the brackets. 4x2=8

(i) Ramesh .......................bought a new motorcycle. (have, has)

(ii) He ............................... to Delhi last month. (goes, went)

(iii) Who ......................... the Prime Minister of our country? (is, are)

(iv) How many days ..................... there in a week? ( are, is)

3. Make four adjectives adding the suffix ‘ful’ 4x2=8

As – beauty + ful
(i) Hand +...................... = .....................

(ii) Mouth + .................. = .....................

(iii) Plenty + .................. = ....................

(iv) Harm +...................  = ......................
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4. Make these sentences negative: 4x4=16

(i) I walk in the morning.

(ii) He goes to school daily.

(iii) Sudha is helping the poor.

(iv) Akabar helped the blind.

5. Have you ever helped the helpless? How? 1x10=10

or

Describe the features of a peacock.

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH :SEPTEMBER

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Write the opposites of the following words: 4x2=8

(i) thick...................... (ii) ugly ......................

(iii) regular ................... (iv) kind ........................

2. Re-write the following sentences changing the genders of the nouns / pronouns used in the sentences.

He is my father. 4x2=8

She is my mother.

(i) I saw a hero.

(ii) There were many lions in the forest.

(iii) She is his sister.

(iv) My brother, uncle and grandfather are going to market.

3. Fill in the blanks with appropriate degree of comparison. One is done for you.

       Positive                     comparative superlative 4x2=8

(i) rich                           richer richest

(ii) ...................              higher ....................

(iii) ..................               ......................... most beautiful

(iv) happy                     .......................... ........................

(v) ....................            prettier ........................

4. Answer the following questions: 4x4=16

(i) Which is the national bird of India

(ii) What does a peacock eat?

(iii) Why was Sudama amazed after returning?

(iv) How did the dove die?

5. What did the poor man do for the poet when he (the poet) lay in want and grief? Answer on the basis of
the poem ‘Sympathy’ 1x10=10

or

Write the story of Krishna and Sudama in your own words.

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH :SEPTEMBER

CLASS:VII SET : 3

1. What are the people of the following countries called? One is done for you.

(i) The people of China are called the ....Chinese.... . 4x2=8
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(ii) The people of Nepal are called the .......................

(iii) The people of England are called the .....................

(iv) The people of Kashmir are called the ....................

(v) The people of India are called the ..........................

2. Correct the spellings of the following words: 4x2=8

(i) religon ..........................

(ii) coton ..........................

(iii) mountians ..........................

(iv) meterial ..........................

3. Use these words in your own sentences: 4x2=8

(i) How many ......................... (ii) How much .........................

(iii) Who ........................ (iv) When ........................

4. Answer these questions in about 30 words: 4x4=16

(i) Where do the birds make nest?

(ii) In which country was Mother Teresa born?

(iii) Ivan had three sons. Who were labourious?

(iv) Which bird sings in the spring season in our country.

5. Do you like birds? Why? Give reasons in support of your answer. 1x10=10

or
How will you serve the helpless people of your country after completing your study?

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH :SEPTEMBER

CLASS:VII SET : 4

1. Put appropriate articles in the blanks, choosing from brackets. 4x2=8

(i) The tiger is ......................... animal. (a/ an)

(ii) Salma is  ....................... teacher. (a/ an)

(iii) ..................... Ramayan is a holy book. (an/ the)

(iv) There is  .................... one-eyed man in my village. (a/ an)

1. Put appropriate verb forms in the blanks 4x2=8

Present Past Past participle
(i) laugh laughed laughed

(ii) eat ............. eaten

(iii) .............. went gone

(iv) ............. ............. cut

(v) ............. fell ...............

(vi) read ........... ................

2. Arrange the following jumbled words to make meaningful sentences. One has been done for you. 4x2=8

Example: lives/ in/ he/ Delhi

He lives in Delhi.

(i) Friends/ are/ my/ they.

(ii) Not/is /my/ pencil/ it.

(iii) Krishna/ Sudama/ and /friends/ were.

(iv) Went/ he /to / Patna.
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4. Answer these questions in about 30 words: 4x4=16

(i) You see a very beautiful coloured bow in the sky in the rainy season. What is it called?

(ii) Whom did Mother Teresa serve?

(iii) Who was the king of Dwarika?

(iv) In which county did Aladdin live?

5. What is Shitoism? What does it teach? 4x4=16

or
Why was Sudama amazed to see a big palace in place of his old hut?

HALFYEARLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH :SEPTEMBER
CLASS:VII SET : 5
1. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meanings given in column ‘B’ 4x2=8

A B
(i) Distressed  return

(ii) Pay back  Supreme affection for others

(iii) watch  Suffering severe pain

(iv) charity Care for

2. Pick up the right verbs given in the brackets and fill the blanks: 4x2=8

(i) They ............... friends. (was/ were)

(ii) The teacher ................ teaching us since 2010. ( have been/ has been)

(iii) He did not ................. my pen. (gave/ give)

(iv) Why .................. he not do his home-work. (do/ does)

3. Re-write the sentences using plural forms of the nouns, pronouns and verbs used in the following sentences:
(i) My friend is reading. 4x2=8

(ii) There was a big tree in the forest.

(iii) She teaches the students.

(iv) Why is he buying a book?

4. Answer these questions in about 30 words: 4x4=16

(i) Where did Ivan live?

(ii) Which country is called “The land of the Rising Sun.
(iii) What did the wizard bring for Aladdin?

(iv) What did Sudama give to Krishna as a gift?

5. Answer the following question in about 50 words: 1x10=10

Why doesn’t the bird want to live in the cage as happy as in the forest?
or

Write a paragraph about the bird you like most.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : OCTOBER
CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Match the following words with their opposites: 4x2=8

Words opposite
(i)  fresh cry

(ii)  life big
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(iii) laugh stale

(iv) small death

2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions given in the brackets: 4x2=8

(i) There are two pens ............... my pocket. (at/ in)

(ii) The frog jumped  ................ the well. ( into/ at)

(iii) I write  ................. a pen. (with/ from)

(iv) Leaves are falling  .................. the tree. (from/ by)

3. Use appropriate punctuation marks wherever necessary. 4x2=8

(i) Is this your book.

(ii) I bought a pen a book and a pencil.

(iii) Oh he is dead.

(iv) Who teaches you English.

4. (i) What were the means that people used to go to the fair?

(ii) What sweetmeats were being sold in the fair?

(iii) Name the things that attracted the child.

(iv) Why was the child so frightened when he did not find his parents?

5. Do you think that the child would have found his parents? Give reasons for your answer. 1x10=10

                  or

Write a paragraph about the fair (Baal Melaa) you celebrated in your school.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : OCTOBER

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Circle the correct word from the following groups: 4x2=8

(i) Juglar Juggler Juglar

(ii) Balloon ballon balloon

(iii) Suden sudden sadden

(iv) Crowd crowd krowd

2. Change the following sentences from direct speech into indirect speech. 4x2=8

(i) He said to me, “Would you like to see the Taj?”
(ii) Hera said to Sona, “Can you play with me?”
(iii) The teacher said to the students, “Do you like travelling?”
(iv) The child said to his mother, “Will you give me a glass of water?”

3. Translate into Hindi/ your mother tongue. 4x2=8

(i) “Come, child, come,” called his father.
(ii) His father looked at him angrily.

(iii) Men, women and children were laughing.

(iv) The child turned his face away from the sweet-shop.

4. Answer these questions in about 30 words: 4x4=16

(i) With whom was the child going to the fair?

(ii) What were the means of transport for the villagers to the fair?

(iii) What did the jugglar do to make the snake dance?

(iv) Which things attracted the child in the fair?
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5. Have you visited any fair? Write a paragraph about that fair? 1x10=10

or

Write the brief summary of the story ‘The Lost Child’ in your own words.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : NOVEMBER

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meaning given in column ‘B’ 4x2=8

A B

(i)  cautiously area

(ii)  delight seize

(iii) territory high pleasure

(iv) capture carefully

2. Complete the sentences using the past perfect or the past simple tense: 4x2=8

(i) She..........(go) out before it ............(start) raining.

(ii) The patient .............(die) before the doctor ............... (come)

3. Fill in the blands with ‘a’ or ‘an’: 4x2=8

(i) He is ............... M.A.

(ii) She is ...................S.D.O.

(iii) Tom is ...............European.

(iv) This is .............. one-act play.

4. Answer the following questions : 4x4=16

(i)   Why were the supporters of the Chainpur team delighted?

(ii)   Write the name of four games you play.

(iii) Write the name of your four friends whom you play with?

(iv) Write the name of four living things which live in water.

5. Which game do you like most ? Give reasons. 1x10=10

or

What are the threats which dolphins are facing.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : NOVEMBER

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate degree of comparison: 4x2=8

Positive Comparative Superlative

(i) bad ..................... worst

(ii) ill ..................... worst

(iii) ................ more intelligent ....................

2. Change the following words as directed in the brackets: 4x2=8

(i) Poor - (into abstract noun) - .........................

(ii) Tooth - (into plural noun) - .........................

(iii) Sleep - (into Past tense) - .........................

(iv) I - (into possessive case) - .........................
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3. Re-arrange the letters to make meaningful words: 4x2=8

(i) STURGGEL  ...............

(ii) COSIUN  ...............

(iii) POELEP .................

(iv) DONPHIL .................

4. (i) How do dolphins breathe? 4x4=16

(ii) How many players play in a cricket team in one time?

(iii) Which game do you play in your school?

(iv) What is called the ball which you play with your hands?

5. What happened to Suraj while fishing?. 1x10=10

                            or

Write a paragraph about any match you have seen.

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : JANUARY

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Write M for masculine, F for feminine, C for common and N for neuter gender against each word .

              Example-    father   F 4x2=8
(i)  daughter ——————
(ii) hero ——————
(iii)  book ——————
(iv) student ——————

2. Write the antonyms (opposite words) of these words. 4x2=8

(i) always ———————
(ii) dirty ————————
(iii) foolish ————————
(iv) alive ————————

3. Tick (  ) the correct verbs within the brackets. 4x2=8

(i) All the students of my class(is/are)disciplined .

(ii) Mohan’s parents (is/are) doctors in the hospital .
(iii) Ram and Rahim (were/was) close friends.

(iv) Sita (have/has) done her home work .

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16

(i) Who was Birbal ?

(ii) Name same famous persons who are physically challenged persons ?

(iii) How did the teacher encourage Tarannum ?

(iv) Who has written the poem “Running Through The Rain”
5. Answer the following question in about 50 words. 1x10=10

Write an essay on the ‘Rainy Season’
                               Or

Write the story ‘ Birbal Outwits The Cheat’ in your own words.
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MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : JANUARY

CLASS:VII SET : 2
1. Correct the spellings of the following words. 4x2=8

(i) blosoms                 ———————————————
(ii) delightfull               ————————————————
(iii) eskape                   —————————————————
(iv) rian                       ————————————————-

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles - a, an, the       4x2=8

(i) English is ————— easy language to learn.
(ii) ————— Sahara desert is in Africa .
(iii) A cow is ————— useful animal.
(iv) My friend will be back in ————— hour .

3. Circle the word that does not fit in the group : 4x2=8

(i) rain , thunder , lighting , pond

(ii) hen , parrot , patato , peacock

(iii) red , book , yellow , brown

(iv) book , story , poem , drama

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words: 4x4=16

(i) Write your feelings when it rains.

(ii) What was the answer of the villager when the king (Akbar) said to  him-” Take out your water immediately!”
(iii) What did  Tarannum’s mother tell the teacher about her?
(iv) In which class did Tarannum get her admission?

5. Write an application to the civil surgeon of your district to issue a certificate of  physically challenged
child of your school. 1x10=10

Or
Write any story in english about Akbar and Birbal .

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : FEBRURARY
CLASS:VII SET : 1
1. Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the brackets. 4x2=8

(i) The boys and girls ————— come out to play. (have/has)
(ii) Roses ————— red. (is/are)
(iii) Every child must respect ————— parents. (his/their)
(iv) All the rabbits ————— carrots. (like/likes)

2. Write the opposites of the following words. 4x2=8

(i) Close          ———————
(ii) After           ———————
(iii) Inside         ————————
(iv) Old             ————————

3. Write the contracted forms of these words as shown in the example . 4x2=8

Example—        cannot           ——————   can’t
(i) Is not         ——————————
(ii) have not   ——————————
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(iii) we are     ———————————
(iv) did not     ——————————

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words . 4x4=16

(i) Why are books called our best friends ?

(ii) Why do we read books ?

(iii) What are the books compared to in the poem “Books - our best friends” .
(iv) “Each book is a magic box” Explain .

5. Write a paragraph on “The importance of books “ . 1x10=10

Or

Write a paragraph about a book or story that you like very much .

MONTHLY QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : FEBRURARY

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Correct the spellings and rewrite the word on blank space : 4x2=8

(i) imposeeble      ———————————
(ii) curiocity           ———————————
(iii) spesal               ————————————
(iv) appeear            ————————————

2. Make a new word by adding suitable prefixes. One has been done for you. 4x2=8

Example: ——un—— +happy = unhappy
(i) ————— + regular=—————————
(ii) ————— + complete=————————
(iii) ——————  + kind =——————————
(iv) —————— + polite = —————————

3. Match the word in column 'A' with their opposite in column 'B': 4x2=8

              A                                                      B

(i) close                                          before

(ii) old                                              rise

(iii) after                                            new

(iv) fall                                              open

4. Answer the following questonos in about 30 words . 4x4=16

(i) Why does the poet call books the world of wonders ?

(ii) Where does our mind travel when we read a book ?

(iii) Why does the poet say that each book is a magic box?

(iv) Why are the books compared to in the poem .”Books-Our Best Friends” .
“ or we sail along the page to some other land or age.”?

5. Why are books important in our life ? 1x10=10

Or

Write about the main theme of a book which you have read recently .
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ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH

CLASS:VII SET : 1

1. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meanings  in column ‘B’. 4x2=8

 A                                                                B

(i) fond (of) also

(ii) too affectionate/ loving

(iii) shetter happy

(iv) merry protectoin/ cover

2. Correct the spellings of the following words and write them on the blank space . 4x2=8

(i) Recive (ii) Fourty

(iii) Suppoter (iv) Tauch

3. Write four words with the suffix” ness”.   4x2=8

For example:- sick+ness=sickness

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16

(i) What does the poet say to the bright little blossoms in the poem”Running through the Rain”?
(ii) How do dolphins get food?

(iii) Why is Mother Teresa remembered?

(iv) What do the Japanese do on New year’s day?
5. Answer the following question in about 60 words.     1x10=10

Which game do you like most? Give reasons .

Or

During rain the poet doesn’t get any shelter. Still he doesn’t  complain. why?

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH

CLASS:VII SET : 2

1. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meanings  in column’B’. 4x2=8

               A             B

(i) distressed supreme affection for others

(ii) pay back thanked

(iii) heavenly sympathy suffering severe pain

(iv) blessed return.

2. Rearrange the letters to make meaningful words: 4x2=8

(i) peoacck

(ii) sturggel

(iii) symatphy

(iv) jaapn

3. Fill in the blanks with the conjunctions given below. 4x2=8

(because, so, otherwise, as well as)

(i) I am ill ———— I cannot go to school.
(ii) Work hard ———— you will fail.
(iii) Sonal ————— her friends is playing
(iv) He cannot play—————he is injured.
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4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words . 4x4=16

(i) When do you see a rainbow in the sky?

(ii) What are the threats which dolphins are facing?

(iii) Did Akbar and Birbal realise that the villager was trying to cheat Gopal?

(iv) How did Tarannum prove that she was not inferior to other children?

5. Answer the following question in about 50 words: 1x10=10

There is no need of any sports- item in kabaddi. Explain .

Or

Write a paragraph on our National Bird.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH

CLASS:VII SET : 3

1. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’ 4x2=8

(i) The cat is ——————animal.
(ii) Seema is ———————— M.A.
(iii) Pranav is …………….. active player.
(iv) I reached there in ———————hour.

2. Match the following words with their oppsites: 4x2=8

Words Opposite

(i) life rotten

(ii) laugh death

(iii) fresh low

(iv) high cry

3. Arrange the following jumbled words to make meaningful sentences. 4x2=8

(i) sit /never/japanese/idle/the

(ii) time/value/they

(iii) culture/the/love/japanese/their

(iv) customs/and/own/they/their/have/manners.

4. Read the passage carefully and give answers to the following queutions : 4x4=16

Mother Teresa was born on 26th August 1910 in Skopeje,Macedonia.She devoted hereself to work among the
poorest of the poor in the slums of Kolkata.She received the Pope John xiii peace prize,the magsaysay award.The
Bharat ratna and the Nobel prize in 1979.Mother Teressa had to face many difficulties and criticism but she was
underterred.She said.”No matter who says what  you should accept it with a smile and do your own work. After
receiving the Nobel Prize. She advised people to go back home and love their family, in order to promote world
peace. She left  for heavenly abode on the 5th sept 1997 .

(i) When and where was Mother Teressa born?

(ii) Name few important awards given to Mother Teressa.

(iii) To What work did Mother Teresa devote herself ?

(iv)  After receiving novel prize,What advice did Mother Teresa give to people ?

5. Answer the following question in about  50 words. 1x10=10

Why did the teacher call Tarannum a child with special need?

Or

Write  about a book or story that you like very much.
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ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH

CLASS:VII SET : 4

1. Match the following words with their opposites : 4x2=8

Words opposites

(i) old  death

(ii) fresh  cry

(iii) life  new

(iv) laugh  stale

2. Write the comparative and superlative forms of the following adjectives in the blanks. One has been
done for you. 4x2=8

Positive comparative superlative

(i) small smaller smallest

(ii) happy ————— —————
(iii) lazy ————— —————
(iv) beautiful ————— —————
(v) laborious —————— ——————

3. Change the used masculine words into feminine gender in the following sentences and rewrite them in
the blanks. One has been done for you. 4x2=8

Example- He is my brother.   ,     She is my sister.

(i) A hero came to Patna from Mumbai.

(ii) Long long ago, there was a great king .

(iii) A lion is very strong animal.

(iv) A Peacock is a beautiful bird.

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16

(i) What did the girl (Sabra Tarannum) become at last ?

(ii) Who was Birbal?

(iii) Is dolphin a fish? Why or why not?

(iv) What were the means that people used to go to the fair?

5. write in 50 words about a fair which you have visited recently 1x10=10
Or

Write a paragraph about your favorite game

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH

CLASS:VII SET : 5

1. Match  the word in column “A” with the opposites in column “B”. 4x2=8

A B

(i) strong wise

(ii) beautiful thick

(iii) fool weak

(iv) thin ugly

2. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’: 4x2=8
(i) Gandhiji was ————— great man.
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(ii) He is ——————— M.A.
(iii) Tom is —————— Europeon.
(iv) I reached there in—————— hour.

3. Re-write the sentences as directed in the brackets. One has been done for you. 4x2=8

Example:- He is my friend.(into past tense.)

                   He was my friend

(i) You are a good player.(into simple past)

(ii) They are reading books.(into past impefect)

(iii) Why were you weeping?(into prasent imperfect)

(iv) Who is your best friend? (into simple past)

4. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 4x4=16

Her mother said,‘‘Tarannum is a very unfortunate girl. She suffered from polio when she was only three years
old. We went to many doctors but in vain. She is unable to use her right leg. She is a handicapped a burden on the
family.

(i) Who was a very unfortunate girl?

(ii) Who was a burden on the family?

(iii) Which leg was Tarannum unable to use ?

(iv) What do you mean by handicapped?

5. Answer the following questions : 4x2=8

What do you want to be in your life, and why ?

Or

Write a paragraph about your favorites player.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH

CLASS:VII SET : 6

1. Correct  the following mis-spelt words and write them in the blanks 4x2=8

(i) Peice -  ——————————————
(ii) Uproted- ——————————————
(iii) Fance—————————————
(iv) Disturctoin———————————————

2. What are the people of the following country/states called? 4x2=8

(i) The people of India are called ————————————————
(ii) The people of Germany are called —————————————
(iii) The people of America are called ———————————————
(iv) The people living in Bihar are called ———————————

3. Make the following words plural. One has been done for you 4x2=8

        Singular Plural

(i) book books

(ii) country —————
(iii) knife ——————
(iv) watch ——————
(v) foot ———————
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4. Read the passage and answer the questions. 4x4=16

Ivan was a farmer who lived in a village in Russia. Gabriel was his neighbour. One day a hen flew across the
fence. She laid an egg in Gabriel’s house. Soon, Ivan, Gabriel and their wives started quarrelling.
(i) Who was Ivan?

(ii) Where did he live?

(iii) Where did the hen lay an egg?

(iv) What happened with Ivan, Gabriel and their wives?

5. What is Shintoism? What does it teach? 1x10=10

Or

Make a comparison between the life style of an Indian and a Japanese.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH

CLASS:VII SET : 7

1. Match the words in column  “A” with their meaning in column “B” 4x2=8

A B

(i) distressed care for

(ii) charity supreme affection for others

(iii) watch suffering severe pain

(iv) heavenly sympathy kindness

2. Write four words with the Suffixes ‘less’ and ‘ship’ as shown in the example: 4x2=8

        Use + less = useless

Friend + ship =  friendship

(i) —————-          +     less =  —————————-
(ii) —————-          +     ship =  —————————-
(iii) ————————   +    less =  —————————-
(iv) ————————- +     ship =  —————————-

3. Write Hindi meaning of the following homophones. One has been done for you. 4x2=8

Sell- cspuk Sale fcØh
Pain Pen

Mail Male

Fair Fare

Write Right

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16

(i) What did the proud man give to the poet?

(ii) Why did Sudama’s wife send him to Krishna?
(iii) Why did Sudama become very happy?

(iv) Why was Aladdin happy ?

5. Answer the following questions : 1x10=10

Write the story of Krishna and Sudama in your own words.

Or

Write a paragraph about the bird you like most.
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ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH
CLASS:VII SET : 8
1. Pick out the words form the box and fill in the blanks. 4x2=8

author,  pilot, butcher , sailor
(i) One who sells meat is a ——————————
(ii) One who flies an aeroplane is a —————————
(iii) One who writes a book is an ——————————
(iv) A ———————— sails his boat.

2. Match the words in column ‘A’ with the words given in column ‘b’ 4x2=8
A B

(i) territory high pleasure
(ii) capture carefully
(iii) delight to seize
(iv) Coutionsly area

3. Match the title of the peom in column ‘A’ with the poet given in column ‘B’ 4x2=8
Match A match B
Poem poet

(i) Sympathy John Lea
(ii) I Had A Dove  Eleanor Farjeon
(iii) Running Through The Rain Charles Mackay
(iv) Books-Our Best Friend  John Keats

4. Answer the following question in about 30 words : 4x4=16
(i) Why did the mother call Tarannum ‘a burden’? Was she really a burden on the family
(ii) Name the things that attracted the child in the fair
(iii) How did Suraj and Tutu become friends?
(iv) Why do the birds make nest?

5. Answer the following question in about 50 words: 1x10=10
Write about the best student of your school.

Or
Write about the poor condition of Sudama.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH
CLASS:VII SET : 9
1. Match the following to form compound words and rewrite the new words in the blanks : 4x2=8

(i) rain  ship rainbow
(ii) head  way —————
(iii) child  master —————
(iv) friend  bow ——————
(v) run  hood ——————

2. Choose one word from the box for each group of words. One has been done for you. 4x2=8
farmer, shopkeeper, post man, driver workers

fruit, sports, organs, gases

(i) nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen ————————————
(ii) banana, mango, guava, papaya, ——————————
(iii) ear, nose, eyes, tongue, ———————————
(iv) cricket, hockey, basket ball, football ————————
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3.  Fill in the blanks with suitable forms of verbs. One has been done for you. 4x2=8
present past past participle
(i) go went gone
(ii) write ———— written
(iii) run ———— run
(iv) eat ate ——————
(v) ————— drove driven

4. Answer the following questions in about 30 words. 4x4=16
(i) How did the poor man serve the poet when he was in sorrow?
(ii) Name the things that attracted the child in the fair
(iii) How do dolphins get food?
(iv) How can you say that Birbal was a trusted minister of Akbar.

5. Answer in about 50 word. 1x10=10
Write an application to your Head master for five days leave to take part in a marriage ceremony of your elder brother.

Or
          Write a paragraph about your school.

ANNUAL QUESTION PAPER
SUBJECT : ENGLISH MONTH : MARCH
CLASS:VII SET : 10
1. Complete each sentence using Past perfect and simple past tense. 4x2=8

(i) Shreya —————(go) out before it ——————(start) raining.
(ii) I —————— (find) the key before he ————————(break) the lock.
(iii) The thief ———————(run) away before the police (come.)
(iv) The student ——————— (go) before the teacher (come.)

2. Write  opposite words of the following: 4x2=8
(i) beginning. ——————————
(ii) inside.————————————
(iii) lock.——————————
(iv) fall.———————————

3. Translate the following sentences into English:- 4x2=8
(i) Tkkikuh cgqr esgurh gksrs gSaA
(ii) os dHkh csdkj ugha cSBrs gSaA
(iii) gesa izfrfnu fo|ky; tkuk pkfg,A
(iv) gesa fu;fer :i ls [ksyuk vkSj i<+uk pkfg,A

4. Read the passage carefully and answer the given questions. 4x4=16
On the bank of the river Ganga there is a village called Sabalpur. There lived a fisherman. Mangal, with his son,
Suraj. They used to go fishing every day. One day Mangal fell ill. So Suraj had to fish alone. Unfortunately his boat
turned upside down. He cried for help and continued to struggle for life Suddenly he found a fish-like creature
pushing him towards the bank and saved his life. It was a dolphin.
(i) Where did the fisherman live?
(ii) Why did Suraj go fishing alone?
(iii) What happened to Suraj’s boat?
(iv) Who saved suraj’s life?

5. Answer the following question in about 50 words. 1x10=10
Describe a cricket match that you have watched.

Or
Write the story “Krishna and Sudama” in brief.


